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Deciding whether Optical Character Recognition is
feasible
This document will introduce character recognition techniques. The document will
illuminate the key factors in designing a text capture method. This document will also
provide advice to digitisation projects on how to approach a text capture project and
how the various mechanisms of scanning and text capture fit together.

What is OCR
Text capture is a process to convert analogue text based resources into digitally
recognisable text resources. These digital text resources can be represented in many
ways such as searchable text in indexes to identify documents or page images, or as
full text resources. An essential first stage in any text capture process from analogue
to digital will be to create a scanned image of the page side. This will provide the
base for all other processes. The next stage may then be to use a technology known
as Optical Character Recognition to convert the text content into a machine readable
format.
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a type of document image analysis where a
scanned digital image that contains either machine printed or handwritten script is
input into an OCR software engine and translating it into an editable machine readable
digital text format (like ASCII text).
OCR works by first pre-processing the digital page image into its smallest component
parts with layout analysis to find text blocks, sentence/line blocks, word blocks and
character blocks. Other features such as lines, graphics, photographs etc are
recognised and discarded. The character blocks are then further broken down into
components parts, pattern recognized and compared to the OCR engines large
dictionary of characters from various fonts and languages. Once a likely match is
made then this is recorded and a set of characters in the word block are recognized
until all likely characters have been found for the word block. The word is then
compared to the OCR engine’s large dictionary of complete words that exist for that
language.
These factors of characters and words recognised are the key to OCR accuracy – by
combining them the OCR engine can deliver much higher levels of accuracy. Modern
OCR engines extend this accuracy through more sophisticated pre-processing of
source digital images and better algorithms for fuzzy matching, sounds-like matching
and grammatical measurements to more accurately establish word accuracy.

Different uses for OCR
There are many uses for the output from an OCR engine and these are not limited to a
full text representation online that exactly reproduces the original. Because OCR can,
in many circumstances, deliver character recognition accuracy that is below what a
good copy typist would achieve it is often assumed it has little validity as a process for
many historical documents. However, as long as the process is fitted to the
information requirement then OCR can have a place even when the accuracy is
relatively low (see Accuracy below for more details).
Potential uses include:
Indexing – the OCR text is output into a pure text file that is then
imported to a search engine. The text is used as the basis for full text
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searching of the information resource. However, the user never sees the
OCR’d text – they are delivered a page image from the scanned document
instead. This allows for the OCR accuracy to be quite poor whilst still
delivering the document to the user and providing searching capability.
However, this mode of searching just identifies the document not
necessarily the word or page on which it appears – in other terms it just
indexes that those words appear in a specific item.
An example of this is the BUFVC British Universities Newsreels Database1.
Full text retrieval – in this mode the OCR text is created as above but
further work is done in the delivery system to allow for true full text
retrieval. The search results are displayed with hit highlighting within the
page image displayed. This is a valuable addition to the indexing option
from the perspective of the user.
An example of this is the Forced Migration Online Digital Library2.
Full text representation – in this option the OCR’d text is shown to the
end user as a representation of the original document. In this case the OCR
must be very accurate indeed or the user will lose confidence in the
information resource. All sorts of formatting issues in terms of the look and
feel of the original are inherent within this option and it is rarely used with
mark-up (see below) of some kind. The key factor is the accuracy and this
leads to most projects having to check and correct OCR text to ensure the
accuracy is suitable for publication with obvious time and cost implications.
Full text representation with xml mark-up - in this option the OCR
output is presented to the end user with layout, structure or metadata
added via the XML mark-up. In the majority of cases where OCR’d text is to
be delivered there will be at least a minimal amount of mark-up done to
represent structure or layout. Currently this process normally requires the
highest amount of human intervention out of all the options listed here as
OCR correction is very likely with additional mark-up of the content in some
way.
Many examples of digital text resources with XML mark-up may be found
through the Text Encoding Initiative website3. The projects listed there also
demonstrate the variety in levels of mark-up that are possible making it
possible to vary activity to match the projects intellectual requirements and
economic constraints.

Key issues for whether to use OCR
There are several key issues to consider in deciding whether to use OCR at all or
choosing between different possible appropriate uses for the text output. The main
factors to consider are a combination of accuracy, efficiency and the value gained from
the process. If the accuracy is below 98% then considerations of the cost in terms of
time and effort to proof read and correct the resource would have to be accounted for
if a full text representation is to be made. For instance, see the EEBO production

1
2
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http://www.bufvc.ac.uk/databases/newsreels/index.html
http://www.forcedmigration.org/
http://www.tei-c.org/Applications/index.html
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description for how the accuracy issue changed their potential approaches4. If the OCR
engine is not capable to delivering the required accuracy then rekeying the text may
become viable, but only if the intellectual value to be gained from having the rekeyed
text matches the projects goals and budgets. Otherwise, OCR for indexing and
retrieval may be the most viable option.

Accuracy
The majority of OCR software suppliers define accuracy in terms of a percentage
figure based on the number of correct characters per volume of characters converted.
This is very likely to be a misleading figure as it is normally based upon the OCR
engine attempting to convert a perfect laser printed text of the modernity and quality
of, for instance, the printed version of this document. So, if told that even the better
OCR software could get 1 in 10,000 characters wrong and that it will then likely get
more than one or two characters wrong in this document would this seem quite so
impressive?
It is more useful to know how accurate the OCR engine will be on pre-1950’s printed
texts of very varying quality in terms of print and paper quality. In this context, it is
highly unlikely that we will get 99.99% accuracy and we could assume that even the
very best quality printed pre-1950’s resources will give no more than 98% (and most
would be considerably less than that). In these scenarios the accuracy measure given
by the software suppliers is not very useful in deciding whether OCR is appropriate to
the original printed resource.
Regarding accuracy as a measurement of the amount of likely activity
required to enable the text output to meet the defined requirements would be
more useful. In this context we might look at the number of words that are incorrect
rather than number of characters.
For example: a page of 500 words with 2,500 characters. If the OCR engine gives a
result of 98% accuracy this equals 50 characters incorrect. However, looked at in word
terms this could convert to 50 words incorrect (one character per word) and thus in
word accuracy terms would equal 90% accuracy. If 25 words are inaccurate (2
characters on average per word) then this gives 95% in word accuracy terms. If 10
words were inaccurate (average of 5 characters per word) then the word accuracy is
98%. In terms of effort and usefulness the word accuracy matters more than the
character accuracy – we can see the possibility of 5 times the effort to correct to
100% across the word accuracy range shown in this simple example. It is essential to
remember that correcting OCR or text output is relatively expensive in terms of time
and effort requiring both correction and proof reading activities – so it best to seek
ways to avoid this additional activity if possible.
The other consideration might be the usefulness of the text for indexing and retrieval
purposes. If it is possible to achieve 90% character accuracy and still get 90% word
accuracy, then most search engines utilising fuzzy logic would get in excess of 98%
retrieval rate for straightforward prose text. In these cases the OCR accuracy may be
of less interest than the potential retrieval rate for the resource (especially as the user
will never see the OCR’d text to notice it isn’t perfect). In most prose circumstances
significant words and names are repeated which improves even more the chances of
retrieval and can enable high retrieval rates for OCR accuracies measuring lower than
90%.

4
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How to assess a resource for appropriateness for OCR
There are a number of key factors to consider when observing a printed resource and
assessing whether it will produce the text resource accuracy desired through OCR
technologies. Some of the main ones are listed below

Scanning methods possible
Bit-depth is the number one factor that can improve OCR accuracy once a base level
of 300 dpi resolution is achieved. If the image can be represented as greyscale (8-bit)
or better, then this is more likely to improve the OCR accuracy than almost any other
scanning mechanism. So if given the choice of increasing resolution or increasing bitdepth (i.e. from black and white to greyscale) then go for the greyscale. Remember
that all OCR engines will struggle to recognise anything well if the resolution is below
300 dpi and that this is the absolute minimum baseline for scanning.
Greyscale is clearly readable
Bitonal emphasises foxing
and obscures characters in words
(consequently, clergy, matrimonial
and the) that would be captured
accurately from the greyscale
image.
Thus, the lower the standard of scanned image then the worse the OCR accuracy is
likely to be. There are other factors related to the nature of the original that will affect
the standard of the scanned image and these should be accounted for as well.

Nature of original paper
The original paper on which text appears is critical to the scanned image standard and
is often the core reason why greyscale (8-bit) improves the OCR accuracy. If the
paper is dirty, torn, foxed, otherwise marked, has creases or show through then this
will all mar the cleanliness of the text characters on the page. If the OCR engine
cannot discriminate between the character and the paper background noise then it will
be more likely to misrepresent the character. Greyscale images as opposed to B&W
give the OCR software a better chance of discriminating between text and noise and
thus improve the accuracy.

This example shows foxing and also text show through – both of which will mar the
OCR accuracy compared to text against a clean white background (like this report).
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Nature of printing
The nature of the printed text in the original may make a significant difference to OCR
accuracy. Obviously if the text is printed poorly or if it was typed and characters are
broken, faded or have indistinct edges then this will affect the ability of an OCR engine
to recognise patterns and differentiate between similar shaped characters. So the
clarity of the printing is a factor to consider. Print clarity may also have been improved
by some fonts over others and also by the use of larger point sizes. Character sizes of
below 6 points in the original will limit the accuracy likely to be achieved, although
increasing resolution in the scanned image to 600 dpi and using greyscale may
improve matters.
The other features of the printing that will affect quality are uniformity, text alignment
and arrangement on the page, graphics and picture content.
Uniformity - The more uniform the text and print quality the more likely
that the OCR engine will perform in a predictable manner. Even if the text is
poor then as long as it is uniform the OCR engine can be trained to better
performance. However, if the text is not uniform or shows wide variation
then the OCR engine may struggle and training will not make any
significant overall improvement in accuracy.
This variation in font and print quality will
make OCR more difficult to automate or
train.

Text alignment – How well is the text aligned with the page? Common
text alignment issues are: if the text is at a slant to the page; the lines of
text are wavering up and down across the page; dipping at the side of the
page where the binding has pulled the page downwards or where columns
of text are very close together or out of synch. All of these issues affect the
OCR engines ability to analyse the layout of the text and divide the page
into component words and characters. Therefore the more variation from
everything being aligned at right angles to each other the more work the
OCR engine has to do and the higher the likelihood of error.
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Skewed image

Skewed image plus binding
obscuring and distorting text

Complexity of alignment – Should the text be presented in multiple
columns (as in newspapers for instance) or be arranged around pictures or
graphics then this may complicate the document analysis and also lead to
higher error rates than a straightforward single column alignment.

Lines, graphics and pictures – The presence of lines or graphic elements
including photographic pictures can lead to OCR errors without human
intervention. Lines (both horizontal and vertical) within the text can
become noise that is recognised as vagrant punctuation. Graphics and
photographs may confuse layout analysis or may even contain text that is
not required for the output (car registration in picture for instance) and thus
deliver a seemingly spurious result.
6 December 2004
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In this image the inclusion of picture content, the complexity of the text’s
interaction with the music and the horizontal lines all conspire to make this
image very difficult to OCR with any accuracy. By far the most cost effective
and accurate way to capture this text would be to rekey it.
Handwriting – Handwriting may be character recognised only under very
controlled circumstances and not usually as an automated activity. Usually
handwriting recognition is limited to handwriting in Forms designed
specifically for the purpose (e.g. application forms, tax forms).
If approaching a printed text document with handwritten notes or
marginalia then the handwritten is unlikely to be accurately recognised and
thus adds to the overall noise and inaccuracies in text output.
This example is
highly unlikely to
OCR with any
accuracy and is
not cost effective
to attempt.

Nature of document
Once considering all the physical characteristics of the printed page then it is
important remember the content related issues for OCR. OCR engines work by having
as many examples as possible of character shapes from as many different language
and national printing traditions as possible. They are supported by extensive
6 December 2004
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dictionaries and vocabularies to enable natural language matching of grouped
characters against known words to statistically improve the accuracy of the OCR
output.
Therefore OCR engines may be fooled by alphanumeric content (such as part number
for an engine e.g. MK2-3) or by personal names and place names that are unusual as
they may not be in the engines dictionary of acceptable words. Further to this issue
symbols, long s, diacritics and mathematical notation may play havoc with an OCR
engines accuracy levels. Text content from pre-1900 may contain words that are no
longer in common usage and a number of languages have gone through significant
changes. Thus words may not be found in the OCR engines dictionary.
In this example, the
Asian text would not
be recognised by an
OCR engine unless it
had the specific
dictionary engaged
and also was told
what language it was.
Even then this form of
text is usually not
amenable to OCR.

In this example, the long s character
will cause difficulties for OCR engines
(see Christians, desire etc). Plus the
use of words with alternate spellings
to those used in modern language
(comming, poore) will also diminish
the OCR engines capacity to
recognise words.
Consideration of the content and whether this is supported by the OCR engines word
and font dictionaries is very worthwhile. Word dictionaries can always be added to in
an effort to improve accuracy (such as by adding surname lists or street name
content).

Nature of output requirements
What is needed from the OCR output will define and constrain the effectiveness of the
OCR process. Output of text to an ASCII text file with just a list of words is very
straightforward and can be heavily automated. Output to a PDF file can also be
automated. But once the output has to represent the layout and structure of the
original page then this creates technical difficulties that are usually only resolved by
human intervention and therefore be more costly in time and effort. XML mark-up
covers such a range of possibilities (from just marking up the pagination to marking
up the meaning of a single character) that this can be sometimes automated but is
usually human mediated and thus has various cost factors associated with it.
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Conclusions
Looking at original printed resources to assess whether OCR will be an effective
process requires a combination of factors to be compared. The key issue will be the
likely accuracy of the OCR engine in producing text output appropriate to the project
requirements. If the accuracy is not in an acceptable range for the desired purpose
then to improve this will require human intervention – particularly OCR engine
training, correction of text and proofreading. Once human intervention of any
significance is introduced then the time, effort and thus project cost increases very
quickly.
The factors to compare are:
Scanning – the standard of the page image
The original – its nature and condition
Nature of the printing
Content
Output requirements
Once these are considered in relation to the intellectual value desired from the OCR’d
text then decisions regarding project budgets and the effort required may be made. It
is worth remembering that there are always a number of ways to deliver text to the
user and that OCR is just one of the tools along the path to achieve this and so if it is
not deemed the best method there will be other pathways to the project goals.
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